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About This Game

Are you an Hentai or Ecchi fan ? Do you like japanese girls ?
Are you also a mind games fan and nothing pleases you as much as mixing reflexion and pleasure ?

If your answer is yes, REACH 50 : SEXY HENTAI GIRLS is the perfect game for you. In this superb game, you must regroup
numbers to create sums of fifty (it's similar to the ten (10) games gameplay). You have the possibility to slide the different

forms and numbers, horizontally and vertically, and add numbers to each other. If you reach the fifty number, this form freezes
and cannot be used anymore. Regroup all forms to reach the end of the level.

Each time you finish a level you will unlock a new image.
For each girl you have 5 images (5 levels) :

- Girl fully dressed
- Girl half dressed

- Girl wearing a bikini / underwear
- Girl topless
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- Girl fully naked

"REACH 50 : SEXY HENTAI GIRLS " is an hot brain game that will stick you playing for hours.
Put your neurons to the trial and find the solutions on forty different levels. Levels are becoming more and more complexes and

the girls more and more hot...

Are you smart enough to undress all the girls ?

Game features:
-40 levels / 40 images of girls

-Great and fun to play
-Specials and secrets bonus

-Perfect game / perfect girls !
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Title: Reach 50 : Sexy Hentai Girls
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Playtouch
Publisher:
Playtouch
Release Date: 20 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.8 GHZ

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GT/s 4xx or equivalent

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,Italian,Arabic,Dutch,Japanese,Korean,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Thai,Traditional Chinese,Turkish
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For early access, this game is pretty darn good.
A mix of Ark Survival Evolved and 7 days to die.
Only problem is Saving your game when logging off your LAN server... losing your items and progress, because you'll need to
stand on a platform (Car or house Roof) or spike up your base with spikes to be safe when offline)
(The Developers currently disabled Singleplayer mode = which only way to play single player is through hosting a LAN server.)

I see alot of potential in this game, but i really wish they would fix the SinglePlayer aspect first... I dislike going through the
10minutes to start up your server first...over n' over... and then potentially losing your progress.... Why did I buy this game.. I
enjoy more atmospheric \/ story-based horror games, where the experience is disturbing\/distressing, and it sticks in your mind
long after you stop playing the game. That's what I thought this game looked like, but it seems to actually just be jump scares.

It's also got that hide-and-seek horror concept where you're defenseless and the monster or whatever just kills you instantly if it
finds you, which I find kinda ruins the immersion. Because when you restart & just have to keep running through the same
areas, you start to get desensitized to the environments. When it's just an atmospheric experience (i.e. no combat) then dying
and having to re-play can get tedious.

Not sure it's a bad game, exactly, but it's definitely not the game I was looking for.. There is a bug in the Sundjata campaign. In
the 4th mission, after you've saved a person and returned it, the ally will spawn unlimited Gbeto's. At the end of the mission i
had about 500 of them. Still a great expansion tho! Really well done!. Alien Robot Monsters' is not just a tower defense game. It
is the most diffucult tower defense game ever. I doubt that there will ever be a harder tower defense game than 'Alien Robot
Monsters'.

In principle the game is fun and comes with the typical addiction tower defense games offer. Graphics are fine and the music is
very good. Towers and enmies are interesting. And although I really like tower defense games 'Alien Robot Monsters' was a
rather painful experience.

The problem with this game is that it only allows one solution. You have to play maps again and again and again to find out
which setup works. IMO that's not how a tower defense game should work. If you look at 'Defense Grid' you can use tons of
different approaches to beat maps. 'Defense Grid' does not let you down. It allows you to experiment and reach your goal with
different strategies. This is not the case for 'Alien Robot Monsters'. There is only one way and you have to find it in order to
collect three stars on a map. It's like a racing game with 200 different cars but all players select the same car because it's the
only car that allows you to compete with other players. Try 'The Crew' to find out more.

I consider a game a good game if it's fun. 'Alien Robot Monsters' caused me far too much frustration to recommend the game.
Since I do not want other players, especially not friends of mine, to go through the same painful experience, I can not
recommend the game. There are very many other tower defense games available that simply do better than 'Alien Robot
Monsters'. But if you feel like Superman or like playing single maps for hours again and again, go ahead and try. You have been
warned.. When I bought this game, as part of a super-cheap bundle, I wasn't expecting much. RPG Maker graphics? Indie?
Single-man team? I figured it'd be a painful cringefest.

I was utterly wrong. This game is fantastic. The gameplay is fun, and smooth once you figure out the fairly classic mechanics. The
graphics are nostalgic sprites, and the enemies, attacks, and locations are varied.

But where this game really stands out are in the areas of soundtrack and dialogue. The battle themes are absolutely pulse-pounding,
to the point where I am WAY too into the fight...and its just a turn-based battle. Top notch. And like I said, the dialogue, the
exploration popups? Perfection. Great jokes and an easy sense of humor make it a riot, and the dialogue in this game has made
laugh on days when nothing else could.

In the end, I only have one real problem with this game, and that's the painful fact that I've only been able to spend nine hours on
it.

I cannot recommend this game enough. Thanks, Crankage. Stay Metal, as \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.
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This is a very good DLC, it adds in some much needed new content to the game, so people after a burst of nostalgia can still get
something new, whilst not having the game ultered too much, and it adds is some much needed new civilasations.. This song
makes me have a lovely day. Fun to play and easy to listen to.
. Remind me of good old days .Childhood saved :D. Got it for cheap in a bundle, definitely reccommend it as a fun VR shooter.
Pretty challenging to start off with but not complaining here. THE BEST GAME I HAVE EVER PLAYED. Good game. I
recommend!. I recommend the game, but in the samples, it shows New York and Newark or whatever, but in the game you
don't see any of the train stations there.. I was going to give this game a positive review and recommend it, until I realised that
the 'free' part is just a short prologue, and the rest of the game charges you per chapter.

There's just not enough content available for me to recommend buying any of the added chapters, since part one is so short. I
have no idea how big the rest of the chapters are, and I don't want to pay £4.00 per chapter if each chapter only takes an hour at
the most.

Technically the gameplay is pleasant and easy to understand, and the artwork is visually appealing, but that price tag is just not
worth it. If you can get the game as a sale, then go for it, otherwise steer clear.. absolutely worth 4.99, fun and also tricky
sometimes. Perfect relaxing mind game after hours of other brainless gaming.. If you are going to get any game from Kalypso, i
would say avoid this. If you can get Port Royale 3 or Rise of Venice for less than $5 than get one of those, but don't expect it to
be fun for long. All of their games use a very simplistic trading system, used in Patrician Series, Port Royale, Rise of Venice
and Grand Ages Medieval. They unfortunately use less and less commodities and seem to shrink the map they use for every new
game. The very thought of making a game that uses the entire earth, and a much larger range of history? No, because they would
have to actually do some design work, instead of sending out the same game over and over again, with a new location, for $40.

Again I would suggest avoiding Kalypso games altogether, unless they are extremely cheap. Don't reward their laziness, buying
game retreads.
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